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Abstract

The modification of lipid bilayer permeability is one of the most striking yet poorly understood physical transformations that follow photoinduced lipid oxidation. We have recently proposed that the increase of permeability of photooxidized 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) bilayers is controlled by the time required by the oxidized lipid species to diffuse and aggregate into pores. Here we further probe this mechanism by studying photosensitization of DOPC membranes by methylene blue (MB) and DO15, a more hydrophobic phenothiazinium photosensitizer, under different irradiation powers. Our results not only reveal the interplay between the production rate and the diffusion of the oxidized lipids, but highlight also the importance of photosensitizer localization in the kinetics of oxidized membrane permeability.
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1. Introduction

Oxidation of lipid membranes is involved in a variety of phenomena relevant to several medical conditions, including neurodegenerative diseases\cite{1} and cancer.\cite{2} Lipid membrane oxidation can trigger cell signaling mechanisms\cite{3} as well as inflict membrane permeabilization,\cite{4,5} which is one of its most striking cytotoxic consequences. Membrane permeabilization is a key step in the mechanisms of photodynamic therapy (PDT), a clinical modality that uses photosensitizers, light and oxygen to damage diseased cells by producing oxidized biomolecules.\cite{6} In the case of lipids, oxidized species (e.g. lipid hydroperoxides) challenge cell homeostasis by markedly affecting the biophysical properties of membranes, including their capability to sustain chemical gradients.\cite{6,7} To date PDT protocols remain however largely empirical and, by lacking support from detailed mechanistic data, fail to attain maximum efficiency with minimum side effects. Uncovering details of the kinetics of membrane permeabilization and understanding how this phenomenon is affected by light dose, photosensitizer concentration and chemical properties is therefore an essential step towards the development of PDT protocols resulting in specific biological effects.

Permeabilization of lipid bilayers under photooxidation occurs via pore opening,\cite{4} a mechanism that is favored by oxidized lipids in a number of ways. Compared to bilayer forming lipids that have two similar or identical carbon tails and thus a packing parameter\cite{8} consistent with planar self-assembling, lipids with a truncated tail favor instead micelle-like structures.\cite{9,10} Molecular dynamics simulations show that these features are encountered for instance in phospholipid aldehydes, oxidized products bearing a long carbon chain and a shorter aldehyde-bearing chain. Not only aldehydes bear packing parameters that stabilize pore rims, but also they are more polar and display higher chain mobility if compared with their non-oxidized precursors.\cite{9,10} As the simulations show, if a few of these molecules are initially randomly positioned in a standard phospholipid bilayer, aggregates of phospholipid aldehydes form after a certain time and induce pore opening.\cite{10} Experimentally, membranes self-assembled from mixtures of standard phospholipids and phospholipid aldehydes have also been shown to display increased permeability with respect to the uncharged fluorescent molecule PEG12-NBD\cite{11,12} and to K\textsuperscript{+}.\cite{13}

We have recently proposed that the increase in permeability of photooxidized 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) bilayers is controlled by the time required by the oxidized lipid species to diffuse and aggregate into pores,\cite{4} an effect that was studied by microscopic observation of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs). This diffusion-limited mechanism provides for explicit predictions for the variation of permeabilization kinetics with photosensitizer concentration and also with light power. The predicted dependence on photosensitizer concentration was confirmed in our previous
work for the phenothiazinium dye methylene blue (MB), a photosensitizer that has been successfully employed to treat conditions ranging from melanoma to severe bacterial and viral infections. Herein, we first test the predicted dependence of permeabilization kinetics with irradiation power. Notably, tuning irradiation power allows modulating permeabilization kinetics under constant chemical composition, a clear advantage for many photosensitizers displaying concentration-dependent photochemistry due to aggregation effects. Next, we evaluate if our predictions are also valid for a more hydrophobic phenothiazinium photosensitizer, DO15. By binding to membranes more extensively, DO15 was shown to induce membrane permeabilization faster than MB and also to allow for high light/dark cytotoxicity ratios in biological context. Our results highlight the importance of considering photosensitizer spatial distribution to PDT protocols, while shedding light on the permeabilization mechanism of photooxidized lipid bilayers.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

5(6)-Carboxyfluorescein (CF), diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA), glucose, methylene blue (MB), Sephadex G-50, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), sucrose, glucose and Triton X-100 were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Chloroform, hydrochloric acid, sodium chloride, sodium hydroxide and tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) were purchased from Labsynth. 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids. DO15 was synthesized as in Wainwright et al., Milli-Q water (Millipore) was employed in all circumstances. The molecular structures of the photosensitizers are shown in Figure 1.

![Molecular structures of (A) MB and (B) DO15.](image-url)
2.2 Membrane binding

Similarly to a previous study in which soy lecithin liposomes were used,[19] PS binding to DOPC membranes was characterized from PS partitioning between membrane and aqueous solution by equilibration with liposomes and separation of bound and free PS by centrifugation.

DOPC vesicles were prepared as follows: 7.5 mg of DOPC were dissolved in chloroform, which was dried with an argon flow yielding a lipid film. A liposome suspension was obtained by hydration with 2 mL of 5 mM Tris buffer (pH = 7.6) and the mixture was agitated vigorously for 3 min. The suspension was then centrifuged for 10 min at 16000 g and the supernatant containing the smaller liposomes was discarded. The remaining pellet was re-suspended with 2 mL of the same buffer. This procedure was repeated three times to obtain a suspension of liposomes that sedimented well under centrifugation. Samples were prepared with 30 µL of the resulting suspension and enough buffer and photosensitizer in order to obtain 15 µM photosensitizer in 1 mL volume, corresponding to a PS/DOPC ratio of 10.5 mol%. After 1 h incubation, samples were centrifuged at 16000 g for 10 min, to separate the liposomal (containing bound PS) and aqueous fractions. The supernatant was collected and diluted with a 50 mM SDS solution containing 10% of Triton X-100 to avoid the presence of PS aggregates. The absorbance of the unbound dye (Abs$_{s}$) was compared to a sample lacking liposomes (Abs$_{0}$) in order to calculate the distribution ratio $P_{m/s}$ between the membrane and the aqueous solution, $P_{m/s} = (Abs_{0} - Abs_{s})/Abs_{s}$.

2.3 Liposome leakage assay

The leakage of material from the inner compartment of liposomes was assessed using the fluorescent probe 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein (CF). When CF is present only inside the liposomes at a sufficiently high concentration, self-quenching occurs and the sample is poorly emissive. However, leakage of CF to the outer solution results in dilution and consequent emission intensity enhancement.[27] The procedure was based on Bacellar et al.,[19] with a few modifications. 15 mg of DOPC were
dissolved in chloroform, which was dried with an argon flow yielding a lipid film. The film was hydrated with 0.5 mL of a 50 mM CF solution in 10 mM Tris buffer (pH=8.0). The suspension was extruded using a 50 nm pore-diameter membrane (Avanti Lipids, USA) and eluted in a Sephadex G-50 column equilibrated with 10 mM Tris buffer (pH=8.0) containing 0.3 M NaCl and 0.1 mM DTPA. The fraction containing liposomes was collected and used to prepare samples composed of 15 µL of liposome suspension and enough buffer and photosensitizer in order to obtain a 15 µM photosensitizer concentration and a total volume of 300 µL. Samples were placed in a 96-well microplate and irradiated with a LED array emitting at 631 nm (full width at half maximum of 18 nm) with 72 W m⁻² irradiance. Fluorescence emission was detected with a SpectraMax i3 microplate reader (Molecular Devices, USA) with excitation and emission wavelengths set at 485 and 517 nm, respectively.

2.4 GUV leakage assay

Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) were grown by the electroformation method. ⁵µL of a 1 g L⁻¹ DOPC solution in chloroform were spread over the conducting face of each of two ITO-coated glass slides. Chloroform was evaporated under vacuum for 45 min. Sigillum Wax (Vitrex, Denmark) was placed around the lipid film on one of the slides and the second slide was used to assemble a chamber. The compartment was then filled with a 0.1 M sucrose solution and the glass slides were connected to an alternate current source (Agilent 33120) with 10 Hz frequency and 1 V tension for 2.5 h. Aliquots of the resulting GUV sample were diluted 10-fold with 0.1 M glucose solution containing enough photosensitizer to have a final photosensitizer concentration of 4 µM, and let in the dark at 4°C until being used for microscopy experiments. Osmolarities of glucose and sucrose were matched using a cryoscopic osmometer (Osmomat 030, Gonotec, Germany).

Coverslips separated by a spacer (Coverwell Perfusion Chambers PC4L-2.0, Grace Bio-Labs) were used for observation under an Eclipse TE 200 inverted microscope (Nikon) with a phase contrast (Ph-C), Plan Fluor ELWD 40x/0.60 objective
A digital camera (1800 NI-DIAG, Diagnostic Instruments Inc., USA) and a homemade software were used to acquire images. The sample was irradiated with the microscope mercury lamp (HBO 103W/2, see Figure SM-1 for spectrum), which maximum intensity (I~15 kW m$^{-2}$, no color filter) could be reduced 4- (I/4) or 8-fold (I/8) by neutral filters. We checked that, in absence of photosensitizer (MB or DO15), continuous illumination of the sample with the mercury lamp or with the halogen lamp used for observation (Ph-C mode) did not generate any GUV leakage in the experiment timescale. Each experiment started by selecting a region of the sample that contained at least one GUV (Figure 2, 0 min). The figure shows that the sugar-induced differences in refractive index result in an intensity contrast between the GUV interior and the surrounding solution, an essential feature for membrane permeability measurements, as explained below. Video acquisition was started under halogen lamp illumination (Ph-C mode), and kept active for the rest of the experiment. Consecutive sequences of irradiation (mercury lamp) and observation (Ph-C mode) of the sample were performed: the shutter of the HBO lamp was set opened, letting the light to reach the sample during a period over which the camera acquired saturated, white images; after some time, the shutter was closed so that images of the GUVs were acquired in the Ph-C mode during several seconds (Figure 2, 2.9 min and 6.7 min). The experiment was stopped when the GUV(s) had evolved through a stable state, characterized by no apparent difference of contrast with the surrounding solution (Figure 2, 13.9 min). Typically, experiments ran over minutes, up to twenty minutes, depending on the light intensity. The analyses of the recorded movies were carried out using a homemade software. The sequences of white, saturated images were used as the indication of the irradiation periods, with a typical time scale precision of 0.2 s. Phase contrast images taken during the non-irradiating periods were used to measure the average contrast between the GUVs and the outer solution, as already depicted elsewhere.[4] Briefly, intensity linear profiles (6 pixels width) were traced through the vesicle diameter, and the ‘Contrast’ was defined as the difference between maximum and minimum intensity of the profile (Figure 3A and B). Fig. 3C shows a typical evolution of ‘Contrast’ as a function of time. Irradiation periods correspond to time
sequences with no Contrast. Noteworthy, ‘Contrast’ shows no evolution during the periods in Ph-C mode, which lasted 5-10 s (see Fig. 3D). In comparison, irradiation periods were of 1-3 min, meaning that cumulated irradiation times were circa 100-fold that of the cumulated non-irradiation times. This observation discards the possibility that membrane oxidation significantly progresses during observation periods and specifically that dark reactions derived from Type I chemistry further progressed whilst Type II reactions would be halted by lack of irradiation. As such, ‘Contrast’ can be plotted as a function of the cumulative irradiation time, as discussed later, and Boltzmann sigmoidal functions were fitted (Origin Lab 8.0) to the resulting curves.

**Figure 2:** Phase contrast microscopy images of a DOPC GUV in a 4 µM MB solution, irradiated with the light intensity I/8, at different irradiation times (t=0, 2.9, 6.7, and 13.9 min).
Figure 3: A: Typical phase contrast image of a GUV, here with an adjusted contrast, and scheme of the 6 pixel height diametral rectangle. Image width is 70 µm. B: averaged intensity profile along the rectangle defined in A. The difference between maximum and minimum profile (dotted lines) is defined as the ‘Contrast’. C: ‘Contrast’ as a function of time for a GUV in 4 µM of MB, for irradiation at I/4. Small circles correspond to individual images, like in B, big circles are averages over ‘non-irradiation’ sequences. D: Individual ‘Contrast’ values measured in C, as a function of image position in a ‘non-irradiation’ sequence. Acquisition frame rate is 0.4 frame/s. Values are connected by lines for visualization help.

3. Results

$P_{\text{mem}}$, the distribution ratio of photosensitizer between the membranes and the solution was determined for MB and DO15 in DOPC liposomes, yielding values of 0.03±0.04 and 1.8±0.1, respectively. Unlike MB, that barely binds to liposomes, partitioning of DO15 favors its binding to the DOPC membrane. Such higher affinity of DO15 for the DOPC membrane is in qualitative agreement with results obtained by Bacellar et al. for membranes reconstituted from soy lecithin (SL),[19] i.e. 0.06±0.01 and 13±9 for MB and DO15 respectively. The 6-fold difference observed with DO15 for SL
when compared to DOPC can be attributed to the SL composition. Indeed, SL contains various phospholipid classes, being a mixture of phosphatidylycholine (PC), phosphatidylinositol (PI), phosphatidic acid (PA), and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), besides containing fatty acids with various chain lengths, and unsaturation levels.\cite{29, 30}

That DO15 interacts with membranes more extensively than MB was confirmed by measuring the leakage of a fluorescent probe entrapped in DOPC liposomes, which shows emission enhancement upon dilution in the outer solution. As shown in Fig SM-2, while no leakage was observed for MB over the experiment time scale, DO15 induced a clear leakage process. These results are in agreement with those obtained in the previous soy-lecithin based study, in which MB did not lead to a significant leakage in SL liposomes, while DO15 induced 100% leakage after the same irradiation period.\cite{19}

While only DO15 was able to permeabilize liposomes, both MB and DO15 were able to promote GUV membrane permeabilization even in short time ranges of a few tens of minutes. This effect can be accounted both to the greater light power used for GUV irradiation (SM) and to GUV geometry, which leads to a situation with a much larger photosensitizer to lipid concentration ratio in comparison to LUV experiments.

We checked that Hg irradiation did not induce any membrane modification of DOPC GUVs in absence of PS. As exemplified in Figure 2 for MB, irradiation of DOPC GUVs immersed in a 4 µM MB or DO15 solution led in both cases to vesicle morphological changes similar to those reported for MB and other photosensitizers.\cite{4,31-34} Phase contrast microscopy demonstrates how initially round-shaped GUVs evolve towards more irregular, fluctuating shapes after some irradiation time. However, as irradiation continues, GUVs eventually recover a spherical shape, starting to lose their contrast with respect to the outer solution (Figure 2, 13.9 min). During this second step, pores with sizes above several micrometers have been sometimes observed (Figure 4), as already reported elsewhere.\cite{4,35} As claimed elsewhere, membrane pore opening in such aqueous environment are not typically resolvable, except under particular conditions including a decrease in pore line tension, as expected from the accumulation of oxidized lipids.\cite{35} Several molecular simulation studies have reported
that oxidized lipids, in particular phospholipid aldehydes, are able to promote pore opening in bilayers.\textsuperscript{[9,10,36]} We hypothesize that pores are at the origin of the observed loss of contrast, being mostly of sub-optical sizes, \textit{i.e.} non-detectable by optical microscopy.

\textbf{Figure 4:} Membrane pore captured for a GUV under irradiation (light intensity = I) with 4 $\mu$M DO15, showing a pore from t+0.2 s of irradiation, after the end of the strong shape fluctuations period.

“Contrast” values as a function of the cumulative irradiation time were plotted for GUVs irradiated with MB or DO15 under different light intensities (I, I/4 and I/8) (Fig. 5A-F). All the profiles of contrast versus time can be well fitted by the Boltzmann function:

$$\text{Contrast} = A_2 + (A_1 - A_2)[1 + e^{(t-\tau)/\delta\tau}]$$

(1)

where $A_1$ and $A_2$ correspond to the initial and final contrast values respectively, $\tau$ is the half decay time, and $\delta\tau$ is the width of the distribution. Fig. 5A-F clearly show that there is a difference between MB and DO15 in the range of timescales required for GUVs to lose contrast, DO15 inducing faster kinetics than MB, as will be further discussed below. Figure 5G shows the same plots where the Contrast is normalized by its initial
and final values $A_1$ and $A_2$ (i.e. plotted as $(\text{Contrast}-A_2)/(A_1-A_2)$), and the time evolution is centered at zero and normalized by the time width $\Delta \tau$ (i.e. plotted as a function of $(t-\tau)/\Delta \tau$).

Figure 5: (A-F) Variation of the ‘Contrast’ as a function of irradiation time for GUVs irradiated with 4 µM MB or DO15 under different light intensities. Each color shade corresponds to an experiment with a different GUV. That all normalized time profiles follow well a Boltzmann function is shown in (G), where all data collapse in a single master plot. Circles are for MB, triangles for DO15, black, blue, and green are for I, I/4, and I/8 respectively.
4. Discussion

DOPC membrane permeabilization by MB or DO15 was studied by optical contrast induced by sugar asymmetry in GUVs. DO15 was more efficient than MB, in agreement with irradiation-induced leakage of liposomes made of both soy lecithin membranes\cite{19} or DOPC (S.M. section). Experiments on GUVs enable monitoring the behavior of a single membrane during the lipid oxidation process, taking advantage of higher irradiation power and larger photosensitizer to lipid concentration ratio. MB and DO15 were used at a 4 \( \mu \text{M} \) concentration, at which aggregation, a common trend for such molecules, is known to be minimum, as demonstrated elsewhere.\cite{17} Note that 4 \( \mu \text{M} \) was chosen since it enabled to observe and characterize GUV loss of contrast while still keeping overall irradiation times into a reasonable range of a few tens of minutes with both MB and DO15 (Fig. 5).

The morphological changes of the DOPC membrane displayed in Figure 2 are induced by irradiation in the presence of the photosensitizers. They were first reported by Caetano \textit{et al.} \cite{5} and since then identified as corresponding to different oxidation steps of the membrane. Among the possible lipid oxidation processes is the formation of lipid hydroperoxides by singlet oxygen: after singlet oxygen is formed by energy transfer from the triplet excited state of the photosensitizer to ground state molecular oxygen, singlet oxygen can directly react with unsaturated lipids via the ene reaction and yield lipid hydroperoxides.\cite{37} Formation of DOPC hydroperoxides leads to an increase in the area per lipid of about 20\%,\cite{31} explaining the strong fluctuations first observed. However, hydroperoxidation does not lead to membrane disruption or permeability increase with respect to sucrose or glucose, as proven by the preservation of GUV optical contrast\cite{31} and endorsed by molecular dynamics simulations.\cite{10,38,39} Further oxidation beyond hydroperoxidation eventually results in different lipid species, including phospholipids with one or two carbon short chains and bearing aldehyde and other groups. These oxidized lipids with one or two short carbon chains were shown to increase membrane permeability in molecular dynamics simulations through pore-opening\cite{9,10,36} and have also been shown to increase the permeability of membranes.
already assembled from these molecules.\textsuperscript{[11-13]} The formation of truncated phospholipids was hypothesized by Caetano \textit{et al.}, who observed that irradiation of lipid suspensions with high concentrations of MB (> 50 \textmu M) also led to liposome destruction and decrease in surface tension of the air-water interface.\textsuperscript{[5]} The latter effect was attributed to formation of short chain carboxylic acids, as a result of phospholipid fatty acyl chain cleavage.\textsuperscript{[5]} We will refer to such oxidized lipids, capable of membrane permeabilization as “pore-forming lipids”. Since they are randomly generated in the membrane, the formation of a pore first requires diffusion and aggregation. We have previously computed the consequences of this scenario for the kinetics of pore formation.\textsuperscript{[4]} As illustrated in Figure 6, central to our prediction is the time required to form an aggregate with \( n \) pore-forming lipids, given by the following equation\textsuperscript{[4]}:

\[
\begin{align*}
n &= 2\pi D\alpha \frac{t^2}{\ln \left( \frac{t}{t_0} \right)} \\
\end{align*}
\]  

(2)

where \( D \) is the lipid’s diffusion coefficient, \( \alpha \) the rate of oxidation of pore-forming lipids per unit area of membrane and \( t_0 \) the time required for a lipid to explore a pore size \( R_p \). The factor \( \alpha t^2 \) is a direct consequence of assuming a constant production rate for the oxidized lipids, and in the simple case where a photosensitizer does not interact with the membrane, the production rate \( \alpha \) is expected to be proportional to bulk photosensitizer concentration \( C_{PS} \) and light intensity \( I \), i.e. \( \alpha \sim C_{PS} I \). Note that the proportionality of \( \alpha \) with \( C_{PS} \) holds even though only singlet oxygen \( ^1O_2 \) generated in a layer of 100 nm width on both sides reaches the membrane.\textsuperscript{[5]} Indeed, that thickness corresponds to the diffusion length \( \delta = (D\tau)^{1/2} \) of \( ^1O_2 \), with \( D = 3 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1} \) the diffusion coefficient of \( ^1O_2 \);\textsuperscript{[40]} and \( \tau = 3 \times 10^{-6} \text{ s} \) its decay time in water.\textsuperscript{[41]} Given a value \( n_0 \) of oxidized lipids required to form a pore, inversion of Equation 2 provides an equation for the permeation time, i.e. the experimentally-determined parameter \( \tau \), as a function of \( C_{PS} \) and \( I \). In the present study, \( C_{PS} \) is constant, and \( I \) is the experimental variable; one gets from Equation 2:
We have previously shown for a MB/DOPC system that the dependence of permeation time with MB concentration \( C_{\text{MB}} \) follows approximately the expected scaling law \( \tau \sim C_{\text{MB}}^{-1/2} \). Figure 7A presents the evolution of \( \tau \) with the light power, for MB and DO15. In the case of MB, \( \tau \) follows the expected variation law \( \tau \sim I^{-1/2} \) (dash-dotted line) closely, in agreement with our previous analyses described above\(^4\) i.e. with eq.(3). Figure 7A further demonstrates that a better fit is obtained by using the full expression in Equation 3 (Figure 7A and B, thin blue dashed line), which includes also the logarithmic term that is neglected in the scaling approximation. The best fit using Equation 3 gives the value \( t_0 = 2.2 \) s, from which an average pore size \( R_P \approx 1 \) \( \mu \)m can be extracted (\( R_P = (D t_0) ^{0.5} \)), assuming a typical diffusion coefficient for the oxidized lipid species \( D = 1 \) \( \mu \)m \(^2\) s\(^{-1}\).\(^{42,43}\) In practice, only a few pores larger than 1 \( \mu \)m were observed in some of our experiments, as the one shown in Figure 4. Runas and Malmstadt reported that pores in the nanometer size range were formed in GUVs containing up to 12.5% (mol%) of the oxidized lipid 1-palmitoyl-2-(9'-oxo-nonanoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; indeed GUVs were permeable to PEG12-NBD, but not to 40 or 2000 kDa fluorescein-dextran. However, the authors also reported that pores with diameters larger than 55 nm can be formed for larger amounts of oxidized lipid, leading to permeability to fluorescein-dextran.\(^{11}\) This indicates that pores of larger sizes can form as an increasing number of oxidized lipids is generated.
Figure 6: (A) seed pore-forming lipid being formed in the membrane, from the reference of which other lipids diffuse towards it. (B), (C) pore-forming lipids diffusion and aggregation on the reference lipid. (D) active pore, formed once the pore seed has $n_0$ lipids.

Figure 7: (A) circles correspond to characteristic time $\tau$ for contrast loss extracted from fitting the data in Figure 5A-F with the Boltzmann equation (Equation 1). Lines correspond to fits: dash-dotted (MB) is for a simple $n \sim t^2$ law; thin, dashed (MB) is for Equation 3, giving $t_0 = 2.2$ s; thick, dashed (DO15) is for a modified Equation 3 with imposed $t_0 = 2.2$ s, and variable power law for $(t)$, obtained for the power law $n \sim t^{2.7}$, i.e. $I \sim t^{-2.7}$. (B) Schematic representation of the formation of pore-forming lipids; while constant for MB, the rate of production of these lipids in presence of DO15 grows as $t^{0.7}$. As shown in the figure, this corresponds to a concentration of oxidized lipids growing as $t$ in presence of MB or $t^{1.7}$ for DO15.
Contrary to MB, the permeation time $\tau(I)$ measured with DO15 cannot be fitted by Equation 2. An acceptable fit (displayed in Figure 7A) can nevertheless be obtained by changing the power of the time dependence of Equation 2 from $n\sim t^2$ to $n\sim t^{2.7}$ ($I \sim \tau^{2.7}$ in Equation 3). Assuming still a diffusion-limited pore formation, such dependence would point to a rate of generation of the pore-forming species that is not constant, but grows rather as $t^{0.7}$. These results are summarized in Figure 7B. While a constant rate of production of the pore-forming lipids such as that observed for MB is a natural mechanism to consider, the time-increasing rate that would explain permeabilization under DO15 is somewhat more complex. An obvious difference between the two sensitization environments is the larger observed affinity of DO15 for the lipid membranes. Assuming that pore-forming lipids are generated by reactions involving the triplet states of the photosensitizer, one would have thus for MB a creation of triplets by illumination of molecules in the solution in the neighborhood of the membrane, with reactions between the triplets and the lipids occurring only for those rare MB molecules coming into close distance of a lipid unsaturated bond. Since the reactions are scarce the generation of pore-forming lipids is limited by the rate of reaction, with a constant rate of production. Contrary to MB, there is a significant amount of DO15 in the membrane ($P_{m/s}=1.8$ in DOPC liposomes), and the reactions are likely to involve predominantly triplet states generated in those DO15 molecules already in the bilayer. An obvious implication is that the renewal of the DO15 molecules consumed by the reactions will in this case play a role in the kinetics of generation of pore-forming lipids. Although studies on DO15 adsorption kinetics are beyond the scope of this paper, it is tempting to speculate at this point that such kinetics processes play an important role in the permeabilization generated by DO15 photosensitization.
5. Conclusions

In previous studies of lipid oxidation by the photosensitizer MB,[4] we proposed a reaction-diffusion mechanism to describe membrane permeabilization, encompassing the production of pore-forming lipids at a constant rate and their diffusion-limited aggregation leading to pores. The mechanism explains well the observed photosensitizer concentration-dependence of the time needed for GUV loss of contrast, and additionally predicts the dependence with light power. In the present paper we confirm the validity of the proposed mechanism, by showing that the variation of light power leads to the expected kinetics responses for MB. However, we also show that the kinetics of permeabilization are sensitive to the spatial distribution of the photosensitizer. DO15, a photosensitizer with a high affinity to the membrane displays a faster kinetics that MB, incompatible with a constant rate of formation of pore-forming lipids. Although the exact reaction pathways that lead to the generation in the membrane of pore-forming lipids is not yet known, it is very likely that such reactions involve the triplet states of the photosensitizers: indeed, pure hydroperoxidation does not compromise the permeability of the membrane.[11] We thus propose that differences in permeabilization kinetics between MB and DO15 are explained by the different spatial distributions of both photosensitizers and in particular by the time evolution of photosensitizer triple states available for the reactions.
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Supplementary Material

Spectrum of the light source for GUV experiments

Figure SM-1: HBO lamp emission spectrum (continuous line), MB (dotted line) and DO15 (dots) absorption spectra. HBO total power corresponds to 15000 W m\(^{-2}\).

Raw data for permeabilization kinetics in GUVs

Figure SM-2: 5(6)-Carboxyfluorescein emission intensity at 517 nm as a function of irradiation time (631 nm LED, with 72 W m\(^{-2}\) irradiance), using DOPC liposomes and 15 µM photosensitizer in 10 mM Tris buffer (pH = 8) with 0.1 mM DTPA and 0.3 M NaCl.